Masking effect of sounds during treatment on dental drill sound
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ABSTRACT
Sound environment of dental clinics has changed with the COVID-19 pandemic. Because the use of
dental suction devices for infection control measures during dental treatment has increased compared to their use before the COVID-19 pandemic. Many dental patients experienced unpleasant
feeling with the sound of a dental drills in dental clinics. In this study, the sounds emitted by dental
drills and sound related to dental suction devices were prepared and psychoacoustic evaluation of
the stimuli combined the both noises was conducted. The results showed that masking of some prominent frequency components of dental drill noise changed subjective impression and it may help to
improve the discomfort feeling in the dental sound environment.
1. INTRODUCTION
The sound emitted by a dental drill has a significant influence on the sound environment in a
dental clinic. In a questionnaire survey associated with the dental clinic environment for patients,
approximately half of the respondents reported experiencing unpleasant feelings on hearing the sound
emitted by a dental drill [1]. In our previous study, we found that the spectra of the sound of dental
drills had several prominent frequency components in the wide-frequency region over 20 kHz [2]. In
Japan, the sound environment of dental clinics has changed with the COVID-19 pandemic because
the use of dental aerosol suction devices during dental treatment has increased for infection control
compared with their use before the COVID-19 pandemic [3]. We need to determine the effects of the
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noise emitted by a dental suction device on dental drill noise to identify cues to improve the sound
environment in dental clinics for patients,
In this study, psychoacoustic evaluation was conducted using ten sound stimuli to find the
psychological effect of the noise emitted by dental suction devices on dental drill noise.
2. METHODS
We conducted psychological measurements. The experiment was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the Osaka University Graduate School of Dentistry. All participants provided written
informed consent before taking part in the experiment.
2.1. Participants
Eleven female and four male participants aged between 24 and 29 years participated. All the
participants were Japanese and dentists.
2.2.

Sound stimuli
In a quiet environment in a dental clinic, we recorded sounds emitted by a dental drill and a
dental suction device separately using a sound level meter (LA-5560; Ono Sokki, Japan). The sound
of a dental drill was not stable because it was recorded during drilling an artificial tooth. We edited
the duration of the both noise recording to approximately 5 s using sound software. The both average
spectra of a dental drill noise and a dental suction noise are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The average spectra of a dental drill noise and a dental suction noise used in the experiment.
Ten sound stimuli for psychological experiment were prepared. Three stimuli of dental drill
noise with different sound level were prepared (Stimuli A). Three stimuli were made by mix-pasting
a dental suction noise and a dental drill noise at the same ratio with different sound levels (Stimuli
B). Three stimuli were made by mix-pasting a dental suction noise including only the frequency
components below 6 kHz and a dental drill noise, and they were different sound levels (Stimuli C).
One stimulus was also made by mix-pasting pink noise and a dental drill noise (Stimulus D). We
adjusted the sound level of the stimuli using the sound software.
2.3. Procedure
We conducted psychological measurements using a semantic differential scale with 15 adjective pairs (see Figure 3) selected on the basis of the previous study [3]. Participants were seated alone
in a room and instructed to judge the impression of the sound stimuli delivered through headphones
(SRM-313; STAX). Before exposure to the test stimuli, participants were informed that the test stimuli consisted of the recordings of dental drill sounds. Participants were then asked to judge their impressions of the sound stimuli twice in two separate sessions.

2.4. Analysis
The analyses, processing and calculating sharpness were conducted using sound quality software (7698, 5265; Brüel and Kjær). Spectrum analysis was conducted using sound software (Audition, Adobe).
3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
We found a significant correlation between the results from the two psychological evaluation
sessions in all participants (Spearman’s rank correlation, correlation coefficient r = 0.73). This result
indicates that the judgments of all participants were reliable. Therefore, we combined the results of
the two psychological evaluation trials in the subsequent analyses.
The spectra of four stimuli A-D are shown in Figure 2. Sound levels of the four stimuli were
adjusted to 65 dB. The specific frequency components were observed and temporary varying in spectrum of stimuli A. Some of these prominent frequency components seemed to be covered by the
additional noise in stimuli B-D.

Figure 2: Spectra of stimuli A-D used in the experiment.
The profiles of these stimuli A-D are shown in Figure 3(a) .The scores of the adjectives “loud”
and “quiet” of Stimuli A and B were evaluated similar, however they got different subjective evaluations on the other several adjectives. Figure 3(b) shows the profiles of three stimuli B with different
sound level. The LAeq values were 65, 60 and 55 dB, respectively. There are statistically significant
differences among the scale values of “loud” or “clamorous“ for the three stimuli. However, the “unpleasant- pleasant” impressions hardly improved.
Seven categories from “very soft” to “very loud” were used, which have proven successful
for noise evaluation in machinery noise [4]. We have assessed the sound quality of dental drills [5].
High correlation was found between sound level attenuation and the results of “soft-loud” and “quiet
- clamorous“. In this study, the correlation coefficients between the “soft-loud” adjective scales and
LAeq were 0.94. Attenuation of the sound level seemed to improve the impression of “loud” in this
experiment. On the other hand, there was low correlations between the reduction of the sound level
and the other scores of the adjectives compared with the adjectives such as “loud”.
Sounds of dental drills have several prominent frequency components in a wide frequency
range [2]. The specific frequency components in dental drill noise were observed, and they were
temporarily varying, as shown in Figure 2. The results that stimuli B was judged to have better impression compared with stimuli A may be because that several frequency components of drill sounds
were masked.
Several limitations of the present study warrant mention. First, the length of each stimulus in
the present experiment was 5 s, which was considerably shorter than the typical duration of exposure
during clinical treatment. Second, sound pressure levels of some stimuli prepared for psychological
experiment were lower than the typical sound level of exposure in dental clinic.

Figure 3: Profiles of stimuli used in the experiment.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

We conducted a psychological experiment using semantic differential to facilitate potential modifications of the sounds of dental drills using masker sound. The results showed that overall attenuation
of the sound level statistically improved the scale of “soft-loud”. Mixture of the frequency components were slightly effective of the scale of “pleasing- unpleasing”. The present findings suggest that
reducing the sound pressure level and refining the frequency characteristics of sounds emitted by
dental drill considering acoustical characteristics is important for creating a comfortable sound environment in dental clinics. The results may help to improve the discomfort feeling in the dental sound
environment.
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